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To some extent, SQL injection is a HTML element and one of its most well known forms is the SQL
Injection Attack. This attack is generally very powerful. Many web applications, which use SQL to

query data, are vulnerable. This is because these applications are configured to accept user-provided
input and make queries based on it. A successful SQL injection attack is one that is capable of

reading sensitive data, which includes email, credit card details, and passwords from your database.
It is important for a pen tester to have tools to pry open the locks. We will discuss about these in the
next section. SQL injection vulnerability is a very common vulnerability in web applications. It is used

by hackers to obtain sensitive information and is generally very powerful. Many web applications,
which use SQL to query data, are vulnerable to SQL injection attacks. SQL injection attack is a type

of web application vulnerability that exists when improper processing of input data is permitted. The
attacker is able to trick an application into disclosing confidential data. Query string is the part of the

URL passed to the server where the data is obtained. In the case of SQL injection attacks, the
hackers pass SQL statements as data to the application. The only way to check if the code is prone
to SQL Injection attacks is to test the code. If there is no need to query the database, then it should

be impossible for the hacker to write malicious code. Most of the SQL applications are generally
susceptible to SQL injection attacks. This is because the default configuration of the SQL programs

are vulnerable. The hacker doesn't need to be a hacker or have understanding of programming to be
able to carry out SQL injections. The only problem is to write the code and successfully inject the

code at the right place.
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After that the hacker build
a link, which include the
“joomla_path” variable in

the source code, and he will
be executed the exploit
script. This kind of SQL
injection attack is very

common in the Joomla web
application. In this guide,

we have highlighted for you
the differentSQL injection
tools that you guys can

download and make your
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hacking life more fun. We
have discussed various
features of tools. If you
found this article helpful
enough, then do leave

comments in the section
below. I would also

recommend having a look
at Havij which is an

automated SQL hacking
software too. The following
is a bit abstract (maybe a
bit too abstract) but I think
youll get the basic idea of
what I meant: Instead of
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making tools to test for SQL
Injection vulnerabilities,

make the application
invulnerable to SQL

Injections. Though there is
a sort of chicken and the
egg problem here, since

you need to test your
application for SQL

Injections to prove it is
invulnerable, but thats not
the point I wanted to make.
sqlmapDid somebody say
SQL injection Well hello,
sqlmap. This incredibly
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effective SQL injection tool
is open-source and

automates the process of
detecting and exploiting
SQL injection flaws and
taking over of database

servers, just like its website
says. Sqlmap supports all

the usual targets, including
MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL,

Microsoft SQL Server,
Microsoft Access, IBM DB2,
SQLite, Firebird, Sybase,

SAP MaxDB, Informix,
HSQLDB and H2. Old-timers
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used to have to craft their
SQL injection with a hot

needle to their hard drive.
These days sqlmap will take
the squinty-eyed work out

of your pen testing gig.
5ec8ef588b
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